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The challenge of the 80s—Materials
addition to these products (Machaly has 50 acres
planted with jasmin and has the same amount of land
contracted with farmers), we test three to four different new plants each year. Last year, we had success
with marigold, nasturtium, but we failed with jonquil.
This year we are trying kmyana, celery leaves, parsley
leaves, and cosmos.

Entrance to the CAL plant in Egypt (above); iaamin field (top right) and
a nasturtium field (b&tom righ~).

I think Egypt is an example of what will be done
elsewhere in the 80s. Egypt will continue as a major
producer of natural oils, but will also be a “bellwether”
country for testing and diversifying the production of
natural oils.
The second country of choice is Kenya. Due to its
location on the equator and its range of altitudes from
sea level at Mombasa to 20,0W feet at Kilimanjaro,
through plateaus (Nairobi is 4,500 feet high and so are
the neighborhoods
of Naivasha and Nakuru lakes),
Kenya enjoys many different climates from tropical to
subtropical, and the possibilityy of more than one crop a
year.
Known for its geranium, Kenya is now developing
the production of other oils with our help. These include carnation, celery leaves, parsley leaves, and vetiver. In addition to these aromatic plants, adapted from
elsewhere, Kenya offers a magnificent flora, which will
be tested.
India is also diversifying and has since 1978 already
produced some good oils (jasmin, tuberose, vetiver) in
addition to the sandalwood essence we have known for
years.
From these examples you can see that the naturaf oil
industry is moving very quickly to diversify sites of
production and broaden the variety of oils produced in
new sites.
6/Per f.mer & Flav.arisi

Development of natural essential oil processing
Good work has been done by tbe industry in this
respect. Changes in the production of natural oils
began in the middle of the nineteenth century, when
passing from open fire distillation to steam distillation
with boilers using cod. Then came the first publication
by Nandin using sulfuric ester to extract aromatic substances from aromatic plants. This work was adapted to
the industry by Robiquet at the end of the nineteenth
and the beginning of the twentieth centuries, by using
so-called light essences from petroleum. But then the
loss was too important and development work was done
to obtain solvents with high boiling temperatures.
The
first one was benzol with an 8(F’C boiling point, and
bexane with a 67-7W’C boiling point.
What will the changes be for the S0s?
Mechanizatwn of production. Starting from an artisan
ty~ Ofproduction, largely laba intensive, the natural
raw materials industry bas developed a program of
investment in mechanization
and automation while
still keeping the human input to conduct processing
according to the quality of the raw materiaf received.
The investment program (developed with the help
of the Grasse Engineering Co.) includes vessels with
increased capacity, andautomatic
loading and unloading. New equipment has also been installed for tbe
transformation of concrete into absolutes. Instead of
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paper filters, floating filters, vacuum filters, rotative
filters, or back-current filters are now used. In other
words, we are implementing,
or better, adapting the
techniques used in the fine chemical industry andfor in
the large volume flavor industry. For instance, the
filters we are using are the same but much smaller than
those used for the extraction of products (antibiotics or
fine chemicals) obtained by fermentation.
Development of nsw processes. We aim to avoid prob.
lems with the normal product, The color of some
products may be an inconvenience.
We have developed molecular
distillation,
which gives colorless
products and some with a different note (violet leaves
absolute vs/violet leaves UV which has a much more
floral note) and sometimes stronger, as with absolute
Cyste UV A full line of the UV (for “km vacuum)
products is now available.
New equipment for processing concretes into
absolutes (left); rotative filter at CAUPfizer,
Grasse (above) and a molacular distillation unit
(below).

Detdopmc?nt of nsw solwnts. The process of extraction
by benml now poses legal problems, Companies are
studying solvents that give products of similar quality
and equivalent yields to those obtained with the ben201 process. We also want to male natural essential
oils available at cheaper prices. With a new solvent we
have been able to obtain, for instance, a jasmin absolute 50% cheaper than the ordinary jasmin hexane
absolute. This is jasmin CAMR. Of course this 10WO
natural product has a different note but it is strong,
has a good jasmin note, and is completely benzol free.
This process is applicable to other expensive natural
raw materials and we hope in one or two years to have a
complete range so that all these products could be used
in perfumery, even for middle range price crest ions.
Diversification

of natural essential oils

Gunther said that we are infants in using the possibilities of the flora, especially in tbe countries where
we are producing now. So fir we have revived and
tested aromatic plants in these countries. But anyone
knows that Africa and Asia are the native homes of
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thousands of species, some of them having been used
for centuries by local residents. We have already tested
some and in the very near future we are going to
systematically test a good number of them. As far as we
are concerned,
Kenya will be our starting point, followed by Asia. We definitely believe that this screening is very important, as it should enable us to make
available to perfumers new natural notes which will
“round
chemicals and diversify the perfumer’s creative palette. Of course these products will be tested in
safety evaluation laboratories such as the one our
company has in Amboise, France.
Control of pricee
So far we have seen that the necessary steps have
been taken to secure sources of supply of naturals. But
what abut the prices? As you know, prices for natural
range from $4.00 per kg to $25,0W for 100% pure
natural irone. There is a wide range of prices in chemicals also, although not as wide. We have studied the
prices of 10 natural essential
oils (jasmin,
rose,
geranium, lavender and lavandin, mosses, vetiver,
sandalwood,
patchouli,
lemon, and bergamot) (see
Perfumer & FIovwM17
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